PHARMACY TECHNICIAN - HYBRID

Are you interested in the pharmaceutical healthcare industry? Learn about up-to-date medications, while helping members of your community as well. Working as a pharmacy technician requires more than life-saving inventory skills, speaking with customers, or assisting a pharmacist; it demands an understanding of pharmacy in general. Getting your pharmacy technician certification is one of the first steps you will need to consider in becoming a pharmacy technician. This program prepares students for 2 certification exams, ExCPT and PTCB exam. You will be introduced to various pharmacy practices covering topics of prescriptions, patient care, communication skills, and more. This pharmacy technician program is 70% ONLINE and 30% in-class...perfect for pre-pharmacy students, anyone with a healthcare background to strengthen your current skills, or if you would like to start a new career in healthcare.

COMPREHENSIVE 105 HR PROGRAM

105 hours includes:

- 75 hours of instruction in retail and institutional pharmacy practices
- 30 hours of dedicated instruction in pharmacy calculations

Available Externship Module (Separate Registration from Training Program):

60 hours dedicated to externships... an experiential, hands-on, learning opportunity in a real work environment.